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ABSTRACT

The task of entity linking aims at associating named entities with
their corresponding entries in a knowledge base. The task is chal-
lenging because entities, can not only occur in various forms, viz:
acronyms, nick names, spelling variations etc but can also occur
in various contexts. To extract the various forms of an entity, we
used the largest encyclopedia on web, Wikipedia. In this paper,
we model entity linking as an Information Retrieval problem. Our
experiments using TAC 2009 knowledge base population data set
show that an Information Retrieval based approach fares slightly
better than Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy.

1 INTRODUCTION

The rise of web 2.0 technology has provided a platform for user gener-
ated content through web blogs, forums etc. This has lead to information
overload on the web and it has become an extremely difficult task for
users to find the precise information they are looking for. Semi-structured
knowledge bases1 like Wikipedia2 act as a rich source of information for

1 Knowledge Base is a structured data base containing entries describing named
entities.

2 Wikipedia is a huge collection of articles. Each article is identified by a unique
title. These articles define and describe events and entities.
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various user needs and are important for a wide range of applications like
search, named entity extraction, text mining etc. But the problem with
such structured knowledge bases is that they have to be created manually
and updated frequently. For example, “Information like movies starring
Tom cruise have to be updated frequently”. There is also the problem of
inconsistency, erroneous values being fed and the information not being
up to date.

Automatically updating structured knowledge bases from news arti-
cles is a possible solution to this problem since news articles contain the
latest information. In view of this strategy, a need arises to address the
task of linking named entities from news articles to entries in a knowl-
edge base.

The problem of entity linking shares similarities with cross document
co-reference resolution. The task of co-reference resolution is to deter-
mine whether two occurrences in a document correspond to the same
entity or not. This task becomes more complex when we try to determine
whether the instances of two entities across different documents co-refer
or not. This is termed as cross document co-reference resolution[1]. This
is a challenging problem because the documents can come from different
sources and they might also have different conventions and styles[1].

Thus, co-reference resolution of entities across documents plays a
critical role towards successfully updating knowledge bases. In 1996 Tip-
ster III program identified cross document co-reference resolution as an
advanced area of research since it could be used for multi document sum-
marization and information fusion. It was also identified as one of the po-
tential tasks for the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6)
but was not included as a formal task since it was considered too ambi-
tious at the time[8]. Bagga and Baldwin [1]presented a successful cross
document co-reference resolution algorithm to resolve ambiguities be-
tween people bearing same names using vector space model.

Following this work, many more contributions have been made to
the state of the art. Bhattacharya[2] and Hal Daume[10] construct gen-
erative models on how and when entities are shared between documents.
Haghighi and Klein[9] propose a fully generative nonparametric Bayesian
model which captures co-reference within and across documents. Mann[12]
and many of the other previous approaches such as Gooi[7], Malin[11],
Chen[3] employ unsupervised learning techniques. Malin[11] considers
named-entity disambiguation as a graph problem and constructs a social
network graph to learn the similarity matrix. Finin et al.[5] explore the
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usage of Wikipedia, DBpedia and free base as a resource for cross docu-
ment co-reference resolution.

The task of entity linking differs from cross document co-reference
resolution in the following aspects. In cross document co-reference reso-
lution, we have a set of documents all of which mention the same entity
name. The difficulty lies in clustering these documents into sets which
mention the same entity. Whereas, in entity linking, the same entity name
could be referred to in different contexts and also using various forms
like acronyms, nick names etc. Our problem is to link this named entity
to an entry in the knowledge base if present.

Key contributions of our paper are

– We show how variations of an entity, extracted from Wikipedia can
be used for linking named entities from news articles to entries in a
knowledge base.

– We show that an Information Retrieval based approach is able to per-
form slightly better than Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy.

In section 2 we describe the data set and evaluation metrics. We sketch
our algorithm in section 3 and describe the experiments conducted in
section 4. In section 5 we provide an analysis of our results. We conclude
our work in section 6 with a description of our plan for future work.

2 EVALUATION DATA AND METRICS

In this section we describe the data collection and the entity linking tasks
and the evaluation metric used. Our experiments were conducted on the
Knowledge Base Population(KBP)3 data set provided as part of the KBP
track at Text Analysis Conference4(TAC) 2009. The KBP data set con-
sists of a reference Knowledge Base (KB) and a document collection. The
KB comprises of 818,741 entries where each entry (entity/node) can be-
long to a Person, Organization, Geo Political Entity or an unknown class.
The document collection contains instances of, and information about
the target entities for the KBP evaluation queries. A sample KB entry is
shown in Fig.1.

KB entries include a name string, an entity type, a unique KB node
id, a set of facts and disambiguation text describing the entity.

3 http://apl.jhu.edu/∼paulmac/kbp.html
4 http://www.nist.gov/tac/
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Fig. 1. Knowledge Base Entry

The document collection consists of 1,289,649 data files that contain
instances of, and information about the target entities for KBP evaluation
queries. The source documents in this collection were taken from various
news transcripts and news articles. A sample data file is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Document Collection Data file

The data file consists of a unique document id, the source from where
the article has been taken, its headline, and a disambiguation text describ-
ing an entity or an event. This text is split into different paragraphs.

The task of entity linking is to determine for each query, if a KB en-
try exists in the knowledge base. And if it does which KB entry it refers
to. A query will consist of a name-string and an associated document-
id from the document collection providing context for the name-string.
For convenience we refer to name-string as “query string”. Query strings
can occur as multiple queries using different name variants or in multi-
ple documents. Each query must be processed independently. A sample
query is shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. Sample Queries

Since the documents can come from different sources, various name
variations like acronyms and nick names etc could refer to the same query
string. They might also occur in different contexts which makes the prob-
lem a challenging one.

Table 1 shows that there are 15 queries with “Abbott/Abbot” as the
query string, but they refer to different KB entries which belong to dif-
ferent classes. The query string is associated with 15 different data files
showing how varied the context is.

Table 1. Sample Queries

Query
string

KB-id KB Entry title No. of
Queries

No. of
diff.
data
files

Class

Abbot E0064214 Bud Abbott 1 1 Person
Abbott E0064214 Bud Abbott 4 4 Person
Abbott E0272065 Abbott Lab. 9 9 Unknown
Abbott E0003813 Abbot, Texas 1 1 Geo-political

entity

The following two examples show how varied the context can be.
Context 1: A spokeswoman for Abbott said it does not expect the

guidelines to affect approval of its Xience stent, which is expected in the
second quarter.

Context 2: Aside from items offered by the 67-year-old Fonda, the
auction included memorabilia related to Peter Frampton, Elvis Presley
and Abbott and Costello.

In context 1 “Abbott” refers to “Abbott Laboratories” whereas in con-
text 2 it refers to “Bud Abbott”. The above example shows that the task
of entity linking is a challenging one.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we use Micro-Average
Score (MAS). MAS is the official metric for evaluating systems perfor-
mance at TAC 2009. The micro-average score is the precision over all the
queries. It is calculated using the following equation.

Micro Average Score =
No.of correct responses

No.of Queries
(1)

Similarly micro-average score can be calculated for nil valued queries
and Non-nil valued queries. From Table 2, system output is correct 3 out
of 6 times. Hence the Micro Average Score is 3/6 = 0.5 .

Another metric that can be used to evaluate the entity linking task is
the Macro-Average Score. In this metric, precision is calculated for each
entity (nil and non-nil) and an average is taken across the entities. The
main problem with such a metric is that it might be biased towards the
system’s output. It would be unstable with respect to low-mention-count
query entities. The example below explains the calculation of Macro-
Average Score.

Table 2. System output for a set of query strings

Query string KB-id system output
Abbott 1 1
Abbott 1 101
Abbott 1 1
Abbott Labs 2 101
Abbott Laboratories 2 nil
Abbott Labs 2 2

From Table 2, the entity corresponding to the KB node with ID=1
was linked correctly 2 of 3 times for a precision of 0.67. The entity with
ID=2 was linked correctly 1 of 3 times for a precision of 0.33.The macro-
averaged precision is 0.5.{(0.67+0.33)/2}

3 OUR APPROACH

We break the entity linking task into 3 sub tasks.

1. Preprocessing:Since the queries for entity linking can have differ-
ent name variations, we need to have a knowledge repository of all
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the various forms possible for an entity. During this step we build a
knowledge repository that contains vast amount of world knowledge
for these entities. To create this we can use the web. But parsing and
extracting knowledge from the web is a tedious task because of its
sparseness and unstructured format. Hence we turned our attention
to Wikipedia, which is one of the largest semi-structured knowledge
bases on the web[17].
The advantages of using Wikipedia compared to the web or any other
resource is that

– It has better coverage of named entities [18]. And since our knowl-
edge base presently has only named entities, Wikipedia acts as a
perfect platform for creating our knowledge repository.

– Redirect pages can be used to induce synonyms [18].
– Disambiguation pages can be used to generate a list of candidate

targets for homonym resolution[14].
– On analyzing random pages from Wikipedia, we found that the

bold text from the first paragraph is a variation of the title. These
variations in general are full names, alias names and nick names
of the title.

– With over 3 million articles Wikipedia is appropriately sized and
big enough to provide us sufficient information to create our
knowledge repository.

A lot of previous work on wikipedia mining[6, 15, 16] confirms the
fact that valuable information can be mined from Wikipedia .
We use redirect pages5, disambiguation pages6 and bold text from
the first paragraph to create our knowledge repository, which is sim-
ply a collection of different variations of an entity. These heuristics
help us in identifying synonyms, homonyms, abbreviations, frequent
misspellings and alternative spellings of an entity. Even though we
are handling different valid variations, each of the above variations
can be misspelled as well. In order to identify these spelling varia-
tions we generate metaphonic codes for all the variations using meta-
phone algorithm[4].

2. Candidate List Generation: The entity linking task first determines
whether a KB entry exists for a given query string. The query string

5 A redirect page in Wikipedia is an aid to navigation, it contains no content
but a link to another article (target page) and strongly relates to the concept of
target page.

6 Disambiguation pages are specifically created for ambiguous entities, and con-
sist of links to articles defining the different meanings of the entity.
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is then searched on the titles of KB nodes and Wikipedia articles in
the following two ways.

(a) Phrase Search:In this method we see if the exact phrase of the
query string or the expanded form of the acronym is present in
the article title or not. We add node-ids to candidate list only
if we find the exact phrase in article titles. In another variation
of phrase search, we allow for a difference of one between the
number of tokens in article title and query string. We term this
extra token as noise.
For example, If the given query is “UT” and we find the ex-
panded form from our knowledge repository to be “University of
Texas”; in exact phrase search we would be retrieving node-ids
that have exact phrase “University of Texas” present in the ti-
tle. Whereas in phrase search with noise we would be retrieving
nodes that have the titles “University of Texas at Austin, Univer-
sity of Texas at Dallas” as well.

(b) Token search: In this method we do a boolean “AND” search
of all the tokens of the query string or the expanded form of the
acronym in the article title. If all the tokens are present in an
article title we add those node-ids to the candidate list. Another
variation is to search with noise.
The difference between phrase search and token search is that in
phrase search the token order is constrained where as in token
search just the presence of each token is vital and not the order.
For example, If the given query is “CCP” and we find the ex-
panded form from our knowledge repository to be the “Chinese
Communist Party”; in token search we would be retrieving nodes
with the titles either as “Chinese Communist party” or “Commu-
nist Party of China”. Note that the entry with the title “Commu-
nist Party of China” will not be found as a candidate item in
phrase search.

All the KB nodes and Wikipedia articles which satisfy one of the
above conditions are added to the candidate list. The addition of
Wikipedia articles to the candidate list helps us in the identification
of nil valued queries. That is, for a given query if our algorithm maps
to the Wikipedia article from the candidate list, we can confirm the
non-presence of an entry in KB describing the query string.
The query strings can be categorised as either acronyms or any of the
other variations like alias names, nick names etc. If all the characters
present in the query are uppercase we consider it to be an acronym
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. We follow different approaches for processing the two categories.
The algorithm for handling these two cases is as follows.
(a) Not an Acronym: If the given query is not an acronym we search

for the query string terms directly in the title of the KB entries.
If a hit is found we add that entry’s node-id to the candidate list.
However, if no hits are found, we look for variations of the query
string in the knowledge repository and then use them to search
the KB and Wikipedia titles. If any hits are found we also add
those node-ids to the candidate list.

Fig. 4. Flowchart when query is not an Acronym

If no variations are found in the knowledge repository as well,
we assume that the query string might have been written using
a different spelling. We then generate the metaphone code for
each token present in the query. Using these metaphone codes
we again search the KB. The flowchart of algorithm is presented
in Fig.4.

(b) Acronym: If the given query is an acronym we try to get the ex-
panded form from the document content which has been given
as disambiguation text for the query string. To find the expanded
form, we remove stop words from this disambiguation text and
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use an N-Gram based approach. In our N-Gram approach if the
length of the acronym is “N” characters, we check if “N” con-
tinuous tokens in the disambiguation text have the same initials
as the characters of the acronym. If we are successful in find-
ing the expanded form from the disambiguation text, we search
the KB using this expanded form. If any hits are found we add
the entry’s node-id to the candidate list. If we don’t find the ex-
panded form from the disambiguation text we search the knowl-
edge repository for the acronym. If the expanded form is found in
the knowledge repository, we search the KB and Wikipedia titles
using this expanded form and the acronym. If any hits are found
we add the entry’s node-id to the candidate list. The flowchart of
algorithm is presented in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Flowchart When query is an Acronym

Refining the Candidate list:Articles in KB and Wikipedia are uniquely
identified by their titles. With KB being a subset of Wikipedia, for a
particular entity the title of articles that describe them would be the
same. Thus, if duplicate entries are found, priority is given to KB
articles.

3. Calculating Similarity Score: We return nil if there are no items
in our candidate list or when there are node-ids that belong only to
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Wikipedia. If there is only one node-id belonging to KB, it could
possibly mean we have only one entry describing the query string.
We return this node-id as the possible map.
If there is more than one entry in our candidate list we find the best
map using one of the following approaches.
Classification Approach: We have conducted our experiments us-
ing Naive Bayes[13] and Maximum Entropy algorithms present in
Rainbow Text Classifier7.
If we consider all the possible candidate items as different classes, we
need to find which class is the best map for our query string. Hence,
we view this problem as a classification problem with each candi-
date being a class. Therefore, we built classification models using
Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy algorithms with bag of words
as a feature. We use the text describing the candidate item(entity)
provided in the KB to train the classification models. We then give
the disambiguation text provided along with the query string as test
document. This test document is classified into one of the classes and
the score obtained is the likelihood of the test document belonging to
that class.
Information Retrieval Model: In Information Retrieval, the aim is
to retrieve the documents that are closest match for a given natural
language query. In our approach, we index each candidate item as
a separate document using Lucene8. We then form a query from the
disambiguation text. Query formulation plays an important role in the
success of this approach. While generating the query we try and re-
duce unwanted tokens. We also try to boost the tokens that seem to be
most relevant to our query string. Since the provided disambiguation
text has been tagged clearly into different paragraphs, we consider
only those paragraphs where the query string is present. The motiva-
tion behind this is to capture the context surrounding our query string.
We form a boolean “OR” query of all the tokens generated from the
disambiguation text neglecting the stop words . We also boost the to-
kens that are within a window size of 5 terms on either side of the
query string. We do this because the tokens closer to the query string
are the more prominent tokens describing our entity than the terms
that are far off. This is shown in the Fig.6.

7 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼mccallum/bow/rainbow/
8 Lucene is a high-performance, full-featured text search engine.

http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/.
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Fig. 6. Token boosting during Query Formulation

If the result node-id belongs to KB, then we return it as the map for
the query string. But if the node-id belongs to Wikipedia we return nil,
because we don’t have an entry in the KB describing our query string.

4 EXPERIMENTS

To generate the candidate list we use one of the following: exact phrase
search, phrase search with noise, token search, or token search with noise.
Once the candidate list is generated, we use different algorithms to cal-
culate the similarity score between the disambiguation text of the query
string and the disambiguation text of the candidate item entries. If more
than one item is present in the candidate list belonging to KB and/or
Wikipedia, we calculate the similarity score using Naive Bayes, Max-
imum Entropy from Rainbow Text Classifier or by using an Informa-
tion Retrieval approach. The algorithm is evaluated using the metrics
described in section 2. Table 3 contains the scores for each experiment
conducted.

The Micro-Average Score obtained through our algorithm outper-
forms all the systems submitted at TAC 2009. The average-median score
over all the 35 runs submitted at TAC 2009 is 71.08% and the base line
score is 57.10% when nil is returned for all the queries. Our best algo-
rithm outperforms median score by as much as 11% and the base line
score by 25%.

5 ANALYSIS

Since we have followed a two step process to determine whether for a
given query string an entry exists in the knowledge base or not. There-
fore for each of these steps we analyze the number of queries that are
being incorrectly mapped. For token search with noise, we found that we
were unable to find a map for 6.81% (266 of 3904) queries during the
candidate list generation, which means that our heuristics failed to cap-
ture some query string variations of nicknames, full names, acronyms etc.
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Table 3. Results of Various Experiments. IR = Information Retrieval, NB = Naive
Bayes, MaxEnt = Maximum Entropy

Alg. Noise Phrase/Token
search

Micro-
Average
Score

nil-
valued
preci-
sion

Non-nil
valued
preci-
sion

Macro-
Average
Score

NB 1 Word Search 81.43 85.42 76.12 75.38
NB 1 Phrase Search 81.25 85.37 75.76 75.10
NB 0 Phrase Search 81.12 85.91 74.75 75.45
NB 0 Word Search 80.87 85.51 74.69 74.96
MaxEnt 0 Word Search 78.82 87.66 67.04 75.61
MaxEnt 1 Word Search 78.46 87.53 66.39 75.58
MaxEnt 0 Phrase Search 78.38 87.93 65.67 76.08
MaxEnt 1 Phrase Search 78.23 87.44 65.97 75.90
IR 1 Word Search 82.25 86.32 76.84 75.70
IR 1 Phrase Search 82.17 86.41 76.54 75.39
IR 0 Phrase Search 81.81 86.90 75.04 75.46
IR 0 Word Search 81.76 86.45 75.52 75.54

While 10.93% (427) were being wrongly mapped during similarity score
calculation.

For non-nil valued queries Fig.7 plots the comparison of Precision
vs Top “N” search results for the 3 algorithms. It can be seen clearly
that as we consider a higher number of hits, the probability of finding
the correct map for the query string in the hits list increases. It shows that
Information Retrieval and Naive Bayes perform consistently much higher
than Maximum Entropy.

Thus we can conclude that the combination of token search with noise
for candidate list generation and the Information Retrieval approach for
similarity score calculation give the best result. The reason for this ap-
proach outperforming all the others is that we are able to generate more
candidate items. Though this might also generate more false negatives,
but the removal of unwanted paragraphs as noise and the query boosting
technique used while calculating similarity score negates this effect.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explored Information Retrieval and classification based
techniques for linking named entities from news articles to entries in a
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Fig. 7. Precision Vs Top “N” hits.
IR = Information Retrieval, NB = Naive Bayes, MaxEnt = Maximum Entropy

knowledge base. We showed how variations of an entity can be extracted
from Wikipedia and used for entity linking. We showed that an Informa-
tion Retrieval based approach is able to perform slightly better than Naive
Bayes and Maximum Entropy approaches. We believe that our approach
is promising because, Wikipedia is constantly growing and being updated
frequently. With its continuous growth and contribution from users we are
guaranteed high quality information. There can be many extensions to the
current work. First, using Wikipedia in a better way to create our knowl-
edge repository. We can make use of the infobox tables to extract name
variations, nick names etc. Secondly, since news articles always contain
the latest information about an entity, we can extract attribute value pairs
from them and append them to our KB facts. This will be particularly use-
ful when certain facts keep changing frequently. For example, the number
of test matches played by Sachin Tendulkar, number of runs scored by
him etc. Thirdly, we can make use of other online resources like DBpedia
and Freebase to create our knowledge repository.
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